
Times Tables
Play ‘Hit The Button, using the following link: 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
Once you have selected ‘Times Tables’ you have the option 
to choose which times tables you wish to focus on. If you 

are confident with your times tables then please select 
‘Mixed’. Play at least three rounds of your chosen activity 

and record your score in your homework book. Get a 
parent/carer to sign this once you have completed it.

Mathematics
Log on to ActiveLearn and find 
the activity ‘Bug Zapper 6.2.’ 
This activity will revise your 
knowledge of addition. Add 
together the numbers given 

either mentally, or using written 
methods in order to find the 

correct answer and zap all the 
bugs. Complete the Bronze, 

Silver and Gold activity for this 
task. 

One of these homework tasks 
should be completed each week. 

Homework is due each Friday.

If you have any questions or 
queries about any of the tasks, 

please do not hesitate to contact 
me at:

mblackburn@poolhouse.lancs.sch.uk

SPAG
Complete the synonyms activity 
in your Homework book. In the 

task, you have been given a 
variety of basic words. For each 

word, you must write down 
three synonyms in the boxes 

next to it. Remember – a 
synonym is a different word that 

has the same meaning as the 
original word!

Gold Class 
Homework 

Autumn Term 1

Reading
Write a book review for a book you have read recently. 
Ensure that your review gives a short summary of the 
plot (without giving the ending away!), a description of 
some of the main characters, your own thoughts and 

feelings about the book, who you think the target 
audience is, as well as your own star rating out of 5 and 

whether you would recommend this book and indeed 
author to other readers. 

Spellings
As well as learning your spellings 
as you do each week, one week 
I want you to write a sentence 
for each of the spellings, that 

shows that you understand the 
meaning of the spellings (in the 
same way I do each week on 
your spelling sheet). You only 

need to complete this task once 
this half term – not for each 

weeks spellings! 

SPAG
Create a revision poster that 

explains the three ways in which 
colons can be used in our 

writing in Year 6. Include at least 
one example sentence for each 
of the ways somewhere on your 
poster. This can be created by 
hand or on a computer. Try to 
make your poster vibrant and 

eye catching too!
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